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To Andi R - my greatest teacher in an intense relationship.
I will forever love you and you are my very best friend.
Thank you for the home and unconditional support so that I could
go through this journey of research and writing for the world’s historical change with Universal Unconditional BasicIncome.
To my Dad - , to my brother Oliver You always gave your best. Sorry that you were so overwhelmed
with my way of living, with my believing that dreams and imagination are energy, that feelings and love turn words and thoughts into
things. Hope I can bridge generations with this book.
To all the people I met in my life. Thank you that we learned from
one another, that we supported each other, that we showed ourselves to one another, that we could help each other to become our
highest version in life. Still becoming.
To all Activists -, for BasicIncome sharing content and love into the
world. I feel the connection to most of you on Twitter, dear followers. Thank you for finding each other. It always helped me to keep
on going to finally be able to give something back after these years
of creating this book.
To my few but awesome Friends -, Marlen and family, Dörte, Judith
N., Marc, Rachel J.M., Stefani and Conni. Thank you for all the wonderful, peaceful, uplifting, energizing moments so that I always went
back to work, through ups and downs, doubt and joy.
You all are part of this book! We can never reach success alone!
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This book is autobiography, non-fiction, realistic utopia, written with
the help of deep intensive life experience, research and future thinking.
I didn’t change names, because I connect vision with reality and
want to introduce all the people who have an important message for
us all about how the future can look like if we all take part in finding
the solution. I want to introduce the new leading edge scientists, the
activists for BasicIncome, the teachers of timeless wisdom and
knowledge and the leaders who already are on a fundamental new
path with creating a new society network in their countries.
You will find spirit and science. You can dive deeper into the things
that resonate with links while reading or go to the links at the end of
the book.
You can use it to become aware of what is going on in our lives beyond the daily life, to know what you can do in every area of your life
(relationships, family, children, education…)to be a part of change,
to know what BasicIncome is about and how it can change everything for us. And maybe it also is useful for your self-development.
Enjoy -
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Prolog:
„Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is
limited to all we know and understand, while imagination embraces
the entire world, and all there ever will be to know and understand.“
Albert Einstein
Imagine, with May 1, 2021 starts a time where you get an unconditional basic income (UBI) for your basic life, an amount of money
which covers the costs for your existence, a monthly payment your
whole life long?
How would you feel? What would this feeling change in your life,
your relationships, your health, your wealth, your truth? What impact would these individual changes have on the world and life?
Dear reader Why should you imagine this? Because this idea of a Universal Unconditional BasicIncome has history and now it’s discussed in public.
It also made its way into politics in many countries. And you are an
important part of it. This idea is for you and you should know the
arguments why UBI should be introduced into our life. You should
be prepared so that you are able to allow UBI into your life. You
should see the bigger picture, not only what can be saved with UBI
in the world, but where we want to go with UBI. I hope you will enjoy
your journey through this story. Maybe some situations or questions
resonate with you and you find some answers. Maybe it inspires you
to imagine your own story with UBI. -JD

Introduction:
We often talk about other countries, other people and their bad circumstances in life and we think we have a solution to solve their
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problems. It seems, as if it is easier for us to have advice for others
than for ourselves.
Most of the time we function and focus on the outside life, instead
of looking at ourselves.
Over the time many of us forgot, how to really be fully alive and why
we are here on earth.
We forgot, who our real teachers are!
We forgot, that we are here to make experience and discover ourselves and others.
I mention native teachers, because I learned everything I had to
learn to be prepared for life challenge. They all are representative
for every wise soul on earth. I would say that these wise people and
their wisdom are the basis on which every author describes, or tries
to describe the timeless truth and natural laws for mankind to live
fully and in harmony with the environment.
Estcheemah teaches us, that all these things are our real teachers.
If we learn from experience with all these aspects in ourselves, we
gain wisdom.
There are 21 important natural teachers:
The anger, the care, the pain, the physic, the feelings, the sex, the
honesty, the examination, the victory, the confrontation, the brute
power, the spirit mind, the death, the fear, the setback, the loneliness, the need, the search, the love, the patience.
Love is our most important teacher.
We have forgotten how to listen and to love our body!
Estcheemah:
„Everything in life is symbiotically connected, not adversary disconnected. Illness is a presence, which is alive, because in the person’s
body there is disbalance. The solution to that is, to bring everything
in the body back to balance, not to kill everything, that from our
point of view does not belong there.
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We have lost the knowledge about our true power!
Estcheemah:
„The center of each “Self” has four essential kinds of power:
There is the mental power of our self.
There is the emotional power of our self.
There is the physical power of our self
And there is the spiritual power of our self.
We have forgotten how we can discover ourselves, teach ourselves,
and guide ourselves, what means to live a self-determined life. We
decide about the power in our body and our life. It is self-empowerment that lives in harmony with all that is.
We have forgotten, that we are responsible for our self and therefore also for everything in the outside world.
We have forgotten how to be in alignment with the universal laws,
because these laws are natural and make the rhythm of life possible.
Estcheemah:
„We all were the destroyers and the builders. We were slaves and
slaveholders. I hope that, if I will ever be the slaveholder, I will free
my slaves. I hope that if I will be the destroyer, I will keep the pieces,
to give them to the wise people, to put them together again. I hope
that I as the builder will remember what has been destroyed in the
name of politics and religion.
I also know that I was overeager, avenger, the fool and the fanatic.
I was the brave who cared about those things that couldn’t be understood in these times.
I hope in this life you have the courage to be the preserver of the
keepers of the medicine-wheels (the true books of universal laws).
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I hope that you can outlive the big headed and indiscreet in yourself
and outside of you. Can you confront yourself with the irresponsible
ones and still persevere?
Always remind yourself that your greatest enemy is your ignorance
against yourself and the outside world.”
“If there are less conformists and social slavery and when more of us
have self- responsibility, all have an advantage. It only happens
when we have free choice.”
Let’s be aware of the essence of old Indian, Egyptian, Native, Tibetan, Buddhist, and of the true Christian cultures. There are a lot
more cultures with old wisdom. Let’s take over the wisdom of the
Medicine-Wheels into our life again. Let’s reconnect to timeless wisdom.
We have forgotten how we feel when we receive with gratitude and
amazement. Let’s renew our elemental feminine power that lives in
man and woman equally. This also secures that the natural authority
of men in all of us comes alive again and finds its significance in life
together with our feminine aspects.
Let’s again and again let go of old patterns and believes with being
aware of doubt and judge, victim and offender, which all are natural
parts of ourselves. These are characters we all took over in life to
learn about ourselves and some of us will carry it longer than others.
But it’s evolution and inner development. Every one of us has its
special time to learn.
Let’s start again, to tell the essence of the stories of our wise ancestors and wise people in our life to our children and friends. Let’s start
living our life with every sense of our being.
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Life experience – preparing us to be our highest
version and guiding us into our purpose
"A leader takes people where they want to go. A great leader takes
people where they don’t necessarily want to go, but ought to be."
~ Rosalynn Carter

The president and the holy rage about this sick societyand financial system
We are in the year 2019
It was one of these days, when Nevio had this strange feeling inside
of himself that told him to back out of the room and look at himself.
He was president of one of the biggest countries, the United States
of America, with powerful influence in the world and now he had to
go into his office, shut the door and be alone. Since a long time there
was this inner voice with him and he spoke to himself: “Something
is very wrong with all our projects, suggestions of change, our yackety-yak and action. It’s all old behavior, old truth and we are caught
in old structures, belief-systems and behavior. We always choose
ways out of crisis which seem to be new. But we take them out of
an old belief- pattern- box. Therefore we always have short term solutions. But they don`t lead us into fundamental change. They don’t
open space for a totally new unknown way. Over centuries they lead
us back into the same crisis. It seems as if we always in a way start
from the beginning? So history shows, we kind of move within the
same radius and space. How could there be more expansion?”
Nevio remembered what he read in Osho’s book “Rebellion, Revolution and Religiousness”. Osho had his special life and wise man
also had to learn from dark sides in their life. But his wisdom is amazing.
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He read: “Priests and politicians – parasites in power, first I want to
remind you of that humanity is not badly off since today. They always suffered. Suffering seems to be their second nature. For centuries we have lived in harm. We take it for granted and that’s why
it is so close to us that we aren’t aware of it anymore. Otherwise it
would be quite obvious.
We have to look through the eyes of a child again, to be aware of it.
Our eyes are filled with centuries. Our eyes are old, our view is no
longer fresh. We have accepted all as it is and we forgot that this is
the reason for our disaster.”
Nevio thought: “Osho’s opinion is that all of us are a part of the reason why we went so far into this situation with the earth, our life,
with money and power games. It’s time to stop looking for people
who we can blame. All of us personally, in daily life, in family, in our
relationships, experience things we can also watch in the outside
world, such as power games, lies, manipulating in business, in privacy. Let’s look at the disaster, figure out how it happened and then
learn and change.”
Nevio thought about situations he never understood. Why do people write so intelligent books, for example Michael Morris “Money
rules the world. What you are not allowed to know!” and just a few
of us question and protest. Morris offers us an approach to solve the
situation. Where are the people who work with this approach?
There also is written, that the bank will never take the first step of
change. Where are the people, who say “I don’t care what they will
or will not do”? I will only work with a bank, if they primarily have
fun with serving me in my needs and creations.” Where are the rich
people with heart, who really could live with less than they have?
You all could take your money from these banks and they would
have to learn! That’s no real solution, but a beginning. These institutions only have power, because we agree. We give them power.
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That means we have the key to make change. How long do we want
to wait, till the banks move?
They will not help us. They already know that we don’t need them
with their way of working. How long are we going on to be dazzled
by believing that we would have more money with funds? Money
has to be in a flow! Money is energy! Depressed energy will someday explode or implode and kill itself!”
Sometimes Nevio imagined putting all people, including himself,
into a washing machine and choosing spin cycle, to just clear all
minds, to neutralize.
He thought about what we are doing with people who have too
much pain in body and psyche. „Do we expect that they will solve
their problem? No. We know that also natural health care does not
solve his problem, when he pushed his envelope. If you suffer from
pain, it does not help when someone advises you that you made a
mistake.
We first have to ease the pain with medicine, after a while reduce
medicine again and by the time we can help this man or woman with
advice. With pressure of pain we are focused, sometimes used to
pain and we are not aware of anything else around us. Our perspective is limited. After ease of pain people are open again to see the
mistake and are willing to find a solution. Sometimes they need even
more help from the outside first.
If this way has success in the physical world, it could also work for
the people in daily life, in society, economically?
So Nevio came to the conclusion, that the problem with banks can
easily be solved, because there are several books full of solutions.
He never read all of them. In life he always was confronted with the
money topic and so life taught him to question and learn everything
about it. He always wrote down his solutions and after that he found
literature which confirmed his own words.
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Nevio wanted to shout out loud: “Hey folks, we have the power. Just
kick your ass and move and use your voice. Don’t judge! Just tell
your truth and your solutions to the world. Let’s support our young
people with our knowledge and wisdom. Stop, hiding and thinking,
we are too small to make change!”
Dalai Lama: „If you think, you are too small to make change, try to
sleep in a room with a tiny mosquito.”
„We have slept enough, we did not question enough. So let’s do it
now. All day long we have to think about money, how we can pay
our bills, how we can pay our taxes, for our health, for our daily life,
for our children and so on. It’s really depressing. Please, let’s find a
way to take this challenge and find an easier way for our young generation. I want magic in life again and not that sick behavior most of
us have in life today because they don’t know better how to go
through life. We can change everything, because everything that’s
not nature is made of human beings. Laws, rules, banknotes, every
system of society, marriage, companies and education-systems are
made with our mind. So if we now realize that it is not really useful
anymore, let’s stop that shit. If people in the DDR, who lived behind
walls for a long time, made it possible to stop and take over their
power and break free, we are able to find a changed money system
that leads us to a better solution so that life is not furthermore powered and ruled by money. We have to shift the power of a few people, we gave the responsibility to manage us all. We have voluntary
become slaves to a government, banks and institutions.”
Nevio was so upset, angry and sad and really fumed. He expressed
his anger with walking around in his office. Tara, his great love and
partner and his children, Barbara and Savio were smiling, because
they heard him in his office.
Savio: “Dad freaks out again. It’s so great that he doesn’t hide his
emotions and become depressed because of all that ignored stuff,
as many other people do.”
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Sometimes he chopped wood or he made body-workout or ran out
of the house and was jogging, until he couldn’t breathe anymore.
But when he was home again, he was totally relaxed and then he
had so many ideas and the family sat together, discussed, wrote
down solutions and created new possibilities.
Nevio recognized that he was about to slip deeper into this dark collective consciousness, if he did not express his anger now and calm
down. He breathed and came into a more relaxed mood. He remembered a channeling with the advice to just say loud „shut up!” if the
mind takes over and creates chaos and fear. Shouting didn’t really
help to solve the problem. Sometimes he really had to move his
body to let go his inner emotion. He himself also had been a very
unconscious human being in the past and still there were some unconscious moments in his life.

Nevio
He sat down and remembered his childhood. His parents had been
very kind and loving with him and with each other. However the society system pushed children in a fixed direction of living. This way
of leading life with accepting and following certain rules and laws
and ways of doing things was normal to his parents. They took it for
granted, didn’t question, as if it was a kind of “God” in the outside
world. They gave him freedom of experiencing all possibilities, but
automatically he took over behaviors like “I have to be better than
others and match with others” as a man does. And he really was
good in everything and didn’t have to work hard at it.
He was a lucky child, was interested in everything, wanted to experience everything in detail and know all about it. His amazing potential was his humor and he always saw words in pictures. So he often
made fun of seriousness of life. There was so much challenge in life
and humor helped him to master all these situations. No one was
astonished that he started to tell stories of life in comics. Later on
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he made movies, comedy and action movies. Before he really found
his own way, he tried other alternatives of education, such as law
and psychology. His little journey into history of art and design was
most fascinating to him. But in the end he chose the movie business,
lightning cameraman, stage designer. Then he became a film director. He had found his passion.
His parents always had enough money. They had food, a warm
home and cloths and the most important was a kind togetherness.
Both could have made a carrier, but humanity always was more important.
They both were involved in community service. His mother cared for
single mothers and his father built a hospital for children with cancer, where children with all nationalities were served without paying. The hospital was financed with donations. His mother helped to
gather them. So there was a phase of life when they didn’t have
much time for Nevio. But he never had the feeling that something
was missing.
He loved his parents and was very proud of his parents, his father.
Later on he belonged to the high society, to the rich people of his
country. But then he had a crash with his bike and there was a long
time of loneliness and pain. After having an inner debate with death,
he came to the conclusion that he wasn’t happier with all this luxury
than before.
Also he questioned his pattern that he always had to be the best. He
changed his life, gave away his Villa, and lived in a nice trailorhome
with some luxury. Nearby he had a trailorhome for friends who
came to visit him.
He went on making movies but also worked with young people, discussed the meaning and sense of life with them to remind them to
question life and have their visions, to find their truth within all their
experience. For him it now became important to pass on his wisdom
as an important message and share to the world. He wanted to take
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